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**A R T I C L E   I N F O**

**A B S T R A C T**

The game of chess is undoubtedly one of the most popular two-player strategy board games in history, enjoyed by casual players and competing celebrated professionals alike, and serves as prototype research subject in a vast variety of fields. Although a plethora of parsers on a large number of different platforms is readily available for processing records of chess games provided in online databases, Mathematica remains, somewhat surprisingly, exempt. ChessY attempts to fill this gap, by providing a simple set of tools for handling Portable Game Notation (PGN) chess records and their translation into positional chess graphs, thus opening the door for a systematic analysis of chess games within the powerful confines of graph theory using Mathematica.

© 2018 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

**1. Motivation and significance**

With its 64 squares, 32 pieces of 6 types, and discrete moves of pieces between squares governed by a strictly limited, arguably simple set of rules, chess can undoubtedly be viewed as a classical example of a network in graph theory [1]. Although many chess-related problems and their solutions, such as the Knight’s Tour Puzzle or Queens Domination Problem, find representations within a graph-theoretical framework (e.g., see [2,3]), a systematic analysis of available datasets of chess games recorded over many decades within a graph-theoretical context remains, however, scarce and mostly restricted to visualizing various chess strategies and search algorithms (e.g., see [4] and references therein).

One reason hindering a thorough graph-theoretical analysis of chess games is certainly the inherent difficulty associated with parsing online PGN (Portable Game Notation) databases. PGN records utilize the Standard Algebraic Notation (SAN) standardized by FIDE (Fédération Internationale des Échecs; [5]) to encode positional changes during a chess game by specifying the type and target square of the piece being moved. However, such a compact representation is subject to potential ambiguities, for instance, multiple pieces can reach a given target square, which require sophisticated and often computationally demanding parsing algorithms in order to be fully resolved. Although a whole plethora of both open-source and proprietary parsers and chess game engines in a variety of programming languages is readily available (see [6] for a recent and comprehensive review), such engines focus exclusively on assessing game positions using evaluation functions not unlike that originally proposed by Shannon [7], and selecting advantageous moves through searches in vast databases of available chess games. Moreover, the API of many of these parsers and engines provides only limited access to the full set of possible moves of chess pieces in a given position, thus rendering the construction of chess graphs difficult and dependent.

Another and perhaps more important reason limiting the wider exposure of chess games within the graph-theoretical literature is...
the peculiar makeup of positional chess graphs. Each square on the chessboard corresponds to one graph node, and all potential moves which the pieces occupying squares on the chessboard can legally perform comprise the set of edges between these nodes, as exemplified in Fig. 1. However, the defining makeup of positional chess graphs deviates from that of the unweighted undirected relational, i.e. simple, graphs which most prominently feature in classical and applied graph theory (see [8] for a comprehensive recent presentation on the subject). Indeed, most software packages available for the analysis of real-world networks are only equipped for handling simple graphs, with an inclusion of chess graphs typically requiring the manual alteration of core data and procedural structures.

With data structures and functions tailored to handle positional chess graphs, ChessY provides a basic set of tools to parse, validate and visualize available PGN chess game records, and to construct, manipulate and analyze chess graphs. ChessY, thus, opens the door for a systematic and thorough study of chess games using the computer algebra environment Mathematica [9] as a powerful explorative engine. Unfortunately however, despite the historical role of chess as a most prominent board game, to the best of the Author’s knowledge, no package or toolbox is yet available in Mathematica for both the parsing of available PGN records and the construction of chess graphs from such records, thus rendering ChessY the first thorough attempt in opening the door for a more systematic analysis of the game of chess using the graph-theoretical and algebraic tools made available on this powerful platform.

ChessY was already successfully utilized in a study of chess games between Grandmasters and computer players, aimed at identifying and characterizing strategical approaches employed in the gameplay of human players and computer chess algorithms [10]. This study found that for both Grandmasters and computer players the retention of more and higher-value pieces in conjunction with maintaining a high potential connectivity to squares on the board is an integral part of a winning strategy. However, a computer player leverages such a rigid “strength in number” strategy, at average, to a far greater extent compared to a Grandmaster. With such findings, ChessY might help to stimulate further studies of the intriguing game of chess within a graph-theoretical context, and contribute to delineating strategical and decision-making nuances observed in human players for potential incorporation into chess game engines.

2. Software description

ChessY is a small collection of high-level functions and data structures written in the Mathematica language for generating, visualizing and analyzing positional chess graphs. Chess positions and their associated graphs can be constructed either manually or through parsing available PGN chess game records. All generated data objects are provided as easily accessible multidimensional lists, thus are readily available for further manipulation within the Mathematica environment, outside the functional core provided by ChessY.

2.1. Software architecture

ChessY is built around three principal types of data objects, the chess position \( P \), nodes \( N \), and edges \( E \). While the position object contains a list of pieces, their location on the chessboard, and supplementary information characterizing a given position, nodes and edges are 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional lists, respectively, uniquely describing the positional chess graph associated with a given position:

\[
P = \{\text{info}, \{[1, p_1], [2, p_2], \ldots\}\},
N = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots\},
E = \{[s_{\text{source}}, s_{\text{target}}], [s_{\text{source}}, s_{\text{target}}], \ldots\},
\]

were \( i \) denotes a unique square, or node, identifier ranging from 1 to 64, starting in the lower left-hand corner with the a1 square on the chessboard and ending in the upper right-hand corner (h8 square), \( p \) is a piece identifier containing color (w or b for white and black pieces, respectively) and type (K, Q, R, B, N, and P for king, queen, rook, bishop, knight and pawn, respectively), and \( s \) is the node state, e.g. \( s = -1 \) or \( s = 1 \) for squares occupied by white or black pieces, respectively, or \( s = 0 \) for unoccupied squares. Finally, \( \text{info} \) denotes a simple association list with information about the target node of a possible \textit{en passant} move, the possibility of casting moves, as well as an eventually issued check or checkmate. This information is used by ChessY to process records of complete chess games, and to construct valid chess graphs associated with each position during a game.

The data objects presented above are returned by functions for the generation of chess positions and chess graphs, as well as ChessY’s parser for PGN chess game records, and are used as arguments in functions for the visualization of chess positions, graphs and complete games, as well as the analysis of positional chess graphs. The following list provides an overview of functions made available in ChessY.

**Generation of chess positions:**

- \( \text{getPositionFromPieceFileRank}([\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \ldots]) \)
- \( \text{getPositionFromPieceNode}([\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \ldots]) \)
- \( \text{getPositionsFromGamePGN}([m_1, m_2, \ldots]) \)

Functions for generating a chess position \( P \) by either manually placing individual pieces on the chessboard, or by parsing a valid PGN chess game record. Here, \( \tilde{p} \in \{w, b\}[K, Q, R, B, N, P]\{a, \ldots, h\}[1, \ldots, 8] \) is a 4-character string identifying a piece placement through color, type, file and rank, \( \tilde{p}^\prime \in \{w, b\}[K, Q, R, B, N, P]\{a, \ldots, h\} \) a string identifying a piece placement through color, type and node ID, and \( m \) a PGN-formatted string of a single chess move.

**Generation of chess graphs:**

- \( \text{getNodesFromPosition}([P]) \)
- \( \text{getEdgesFromPosition}([P]) \)

Given a chess position \( P \), these functions deliver the complete set of nodes and edges which define a positional chess graph by returning \( N \), a 1-dimensional list of length 64 containing all node states, and \( E \), a 2-dimensional list of all weighted edges, respectively.

**Visualization of chess graphs:**

- \( \text{showChessPosition}([P]) \)
- \( \text{showPositionalChessGraph}([N, E]) \)

Functions for generating graphics objects displaying a chess position \( P \) in a classical, pieces-on-chessboard style, and a chess graph with nodes \( N \) and edges \( E \), respectively.

- \( \text{animateChessPositions}([m_1, m_2, \ldots], [P_1, P_2, \ldots]) \)
- \( \text{animatePositionalChessGraphs}([N_1, N_2, \ldots, \{E_1, E_2, \ldots\}]) \)

Functions returning interactive animated graphics objects displaying multiple chess moves \( m \) and positions \( P \), or multiple positional chess graphs defined by their nodes \( N \) and edges \( E \), respectively. These functions are used to animate complete chess games.

**Analysis of chess graphs:**

- \( \text{getNumberOfNodes}([N]) \)
- \( \text{getNumberOfEdges}([E]) \)

Functions returning a list with the number of nodes of specific types, color or being occupied in a given node state \( N \), and the number of edges \( E \) given a list of edges \( E \), respectively.

- \( \text{getAdjacencyMatrix}([E]) \)

Function returning the adjacency matrices \( a_{ij} \) of a chess graph.
getConnectedness[E]

Function returning the connectedness of a chess graph, defined as the ratio between the number of edges E and the number of edges in a fully connected graph with the same number of nodes.

getControl[N, \epsilon]

getMobility[N, \epsilon]

getDominance[N, \epsilon]

Functions which, given a positional chess graph defined by N and \epsilon, return respectively the control, defined as the opponent targeted by nodes in a given state, mobility, defined as the fraction of unique unoccupied nodes targeted by nodes in a given state, and dominance, defined as the fraction of unique unoccupied nodes, source nodes in a given state and target nodes occupied by the opponent.

getAddressReach[N, \epsilon]

Function returning the number of unique nodes targeted by edges emanating from nodes in a given state, normalized by the total number of nodes in that state.

getOffensiveness[N, \epsilon]

getDefensiveness[N, \epsilon]

Functions which, given a positional chess graph defined by N and \epsilon, return the number of nodes in a given state which target occupied nodes in the opposite state (offensiveness) and the number of nodes in a given state which yield potential edges to nodes in the same state (defensiveness), respectively.

2.2. Software functionalities

ChessY’s primary focus is on providing tools for the generation of positional chess graphs and their associated data objects for visualization and subsequent analysis from PGN chess game records. The construction of positional chess graphs from these records starts with the conversion of the file-rank square identification fr commonly utilized in chess records into a numerical node identifier i \in [1, 64] using the function

\[ f(r, f) = 8 * (r - 1) + (f - 1) + 1. \]

were the board’s files are successively mapped to numbers, i.e. a \to 1, ..., h \to 8. Each node i can have one of three states s, depending on whether the corresponding square is occupied by a white or black piece (s_i = -1 and s_i = 1, respectively), or empty (s_i = 0). Each occupied node i serves then as source for the graph’s edges to target nodes j, depending on the legal moves a piece occupying the source square can potentially perform, thus populating an adjacency matrix with elements a_{ij} = s_j. For potential capture moves, with the exception of en passant, the state of the target node is s_j = -s_i. For castling moves, two source and target nodes exist with s_i = s_j and s_{ij} = s_0 = 0, while for all other legal moves, including en passant and non-capture promotions, s_j = 0.

Special moves (castling and en passant) require a reduced record of earlier game positions, carried by the association list info in P. Finally, if a given position yields an edge to a node in state s_i and occupied by the king (check), then the set of potential edges emanating from nodes in the same state s_i is solely restricted to elements which remove this node as potential target in the next position. If this set is empty, the given graph marks the end of a chess game (checkmate). With this, a complete description of the graph representing a given chess position is achieved.

The generated positional chess graphs are fully described by their nodes N and associated edges \epsilon, and, together with the positions P obtained manually or by parsing valid PGN game records, are available for visualization and analysis using tools provided in ChessY, or the explorative potential of the embedding platform Mathematica. Specifically, both the list of edges \epsilon as well as the adjacency matrix \epsilon_{ij} returned by ChessY’s respective getEdgesFromPosition and getAdjacencyMatrix functions (see Section 2.1) provide data objects which serve as arguments for the construction of graph objects utilizing Mathematica’s native graph construction and representation library.

2.3. Performance evaluation

In order to assess the performance of ChessY, a PGN database containing 2000 records of chess games was analyzed on a 2013 model Mac Pro (3.5 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon E5, 64 GB of 1866 MHz DDR3 ECC) running on OS X 10.11 (El Capitan). The average CPU time for parsing a single PGN chess game record and generating the associated game positions (function getPositionsFromGamePGN) was 1.95 s with a standard deviation (SD) of 0.77 s, the CPU time for constructing positional chess graphs for each position during an average game (functions getNodesFromPosition and getEdgesFromPosition) was 6.03 s (SD of 2.34 s). The comparably large error is these evaluations is a direct consequence of the inherent variability of chess games, with an average number of positions of 74 (SD of 40) in the investigated sample dataset. Finally, with nodes and edges generated, the analysis of the generated positional chess graphs during a game with the complete set of analysis functions listed in Section 2.1 took an average CPU time of only 0.41 s (SD of 0.19 s), a direct consequence of the comparably small size of positional chess graphs (64 nodes and a sparse connectivity of, at average, 1.5%).
Fig. 2. Visualization of the results obtained in Example 2 for the complete game between Spassky (white) and Fischer (black) during the 8th World Championship in 1972. Shown are the total connectedness, defined as the ratio between the number of actual and possible edges, control, defined as the fraction of unique unoccupied nodes and nodes occupied by the opponent targeted by nodes in a given color state, and defensiveness, defined as the number of nodes in a given color state which yield potential edges to nodes in the same state, of white and black pieces as a function of the position during the game.

3. Illustrative examples

Example 1. To illustrate the use of ChessY, the first example presents the generation of the chess graph for the infamous position 23 (move 11, black) of Round 3 between Spassky (white) and Fischer (black) during the 8th World Championship (July 16, 1972, Reykjavik), with the output shown in Fig. 1.

```mathematica
position = position23SpasskyFischer1972; (* defined in ChessY.m *)
nodes = getNodesFromPosition[position];
edges = getEdgesFromPosition[position];
g1 = showChessPosition[position];
g2 = showPositionalChessGraph[nodes, edges];
g3 = showPositionalChessGraph[nodes, edges,
  NodeLayout->"LinearV", EdgeLayout->"Chessboard",
  ShowFrame->True];
GraphicsGrid[{{g1, g2, g3}}]
```

Example 2. In the second example, the complete game between Spassky and Fischer is processed. After extraction of the ordered list of moves from the PGN game record, a list of valid chess positions is generated by parsing all moves, and lists of nodes and edges associated with each position are generated. Finally, the position, node and edge data objects are used to analyze the game graph-theoretically, specifically the connectedness, control and defensiveness of white and black pieces are assessed as a function of the ply during the game. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 2.

```mathematica
(* ... load PGN file and extract the list of moves ... *)
(* get list of game positions, nodes and edges *)
positions = getPositionsFromGamePGN[moves];
For[i=1, i<=Length[positions], i++,
  nodes =
    Append[nodes, getNodesFromPosition[positions[[i]]]]; 
  edges =
    Append[edges, getEdgesFromPosition[positions[[i]]]]; 
]
(* analyze all positions of game *)
For[i=1, i<=Length[positions], i++,
  ne = Append[ne, getNumberOfEdges[edges[[i]],
    State->"Simple"]; 
  co = Append[co, getConnectedness[ne[[i]]]]; 
  c = Append[c, getControl[nodes[[i]], edges[[i]]]]; 
  d = Append[d, getDefensiveness[nodes[[i]]],
```

4. Impact

Although the game of chess with its finite and discrete spatio-temporal makeup can be viewed as a prototypical example of a network in graph theory, systematic studies of the vast number of available chess game records within the powerful confines of graph theory remains, to date, scarce, mainly due to the inherent difficulties associated with the construction of chess graphs from PGN game records, and the peculiar nature of positional chess graphs. The ChessY toolbox attempts to bridge this gap, by providing a basic set of data objects and functions for both the efficient parsing of PGN records and the construction of positional chess graphs associated with these records using Mathematica.

The computer algebra environment Mathematica was chosen as its explorative, sandbox-like nature allows for an easy extension of the tools provided in ChessY, as well as an almost limitless potential for further examination of chess graphs by employing its numerical and algebraic capabilities. To our best of knowledge, ChessY is the first serious attempt to provide a coherent set of functions and data structures for the construction, visualization and analysis of chess graphs in Mathematica, and was already successfully utilized in the analysis of chess games between Grandmasters and computer players aimed at identifying and characterizing strategical approaches used by humans and computer players [10].

The goal of ChessY is to provide an easy-to-use and expandable toolbox for researchers studying chess games in a graph-theoretical context, and, thus, to facilitate the understanding of the dynamical complexity inherently associated with this intriguing boardgame by making chess game records accessible to the mathematical field of network analysis. With the choice of Mathematica as embedding platform, ChessY will hopefully stimulate the consideration of new approaches for studying chess games beyond a mere numerical analysis, towards more formal algebraic and operator graph-theoretical avenues. Finally, by opening the door to systematic graph-theoretical investigations, ChessY might bring us closer to the ambitious goal of understanding the cognitive processes at the heart of strategical thinking and decision making, and the conception of more human-like computer chess
algorithms beyond linear evaluation functions or sophisticated adaptive searches in complex decision trees forming the conceptual basis of most contemporary chess programs.

5. Conclusions

The software package ChessY provides an easily accessible and coherent set of functions and data structures for parsing PGN records of chess games, as well as the construction, visualization and analysis of positional chess graphs for the Mathematica environment [9]. Together with the unlimited explorative potential of the latter, ChessY is a venue for the systematic numerical and formal-algebraic study of chess games within the powerful confines of graph theory.
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